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Abstract
Rationale management is beneficial since it supports decision-making and prevents knowledge vaporization. To apply rationale management, developers need to know how to systematically capture rationale and how to exploit the documentation. We believe that teaching these skills to students further integrates rationale management into the daily work of developers and has positive effects on both the software development process and on the quality of the software. In this paper, we report on a lecture on teaching rationale management to students. In this lecture, students are introduced to a rationale model, to capture and exploitation methods, and tool support for rationale management. The goal is to motivate them to apply rationale management. We present the students’ results as well as their attitude and feedback towards the applied methods. Further, we sketch how rationale management will be applied during the semester.

1 Introduction
Developing software means to continuously solve issues and to make decisions. Developers possess knowledge about decisions, the issues they solve, alternatives, and their justifications. This knowledge is called decision knowledge or rationale. The success of a development project strongly depends on the decision-making abilities of the developers and other relevant stakeholders. Rationale management supports explicit decision-making by capturing rationale and by using the documentation [7]. Developers are said to be reluctant to capture rationale systematically [1, 14, 18]. We believe that this can be alleviated by teaching developers how to capture rationale and by raising their awareness for the benefits of rationale management.

As part of our previous work, we developed methods and tool support to integrate rationale management into agile development processes, in particular into continuous software engineering [11, 12]. In this paper, we report on a lecture on teaching rationale management to university students. The goal of this lecture is to teach a rationale model to students, to introduce them to methods and tool support for rationale management, and to motivate them to apply rationale management in the future. We gave this lecture as part of an agile multi-project course at the Technical University of Munich, in which student teams work on different software projects over the period of one semester. The projects are initiated by industrial customers [4]. As a default set of tools, the students use the issue tracking system JIRA and the wiki system Confluence. During the lecture, we presented our methods on rationale management to the students and they applied parts of our tool support. We asked students for their feedback on the presented tools and to perform exercises.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we outline background knowledge on rationale management and the agile multi-project course. In Section 3, we present our teaching material including six exercises, and the course of the lecture. Then, we summarize the students’ feedback, present the exercise results, and discuss lessons learned. In Section 4, we describe plans on how to evaluate rationale management during the agile project course. Section 5 lists related work and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Background
This section introduces the rationale model we use, basics about issue tracking and wiki systems, our previous work on integrating rationale management into agile software development, and a description of the agile multi-project course that the lecture is part of.

2.1 Rationale Models
A rationale model represents knowledge in the same way a system model represents a system. Rationale can be modeled as a graph of rationale elements and edges that represent the elements' relationships. There are various models for building such graphs of rationale. In general, these models differ in the types of elements and edges that they allow. For example, an advanced model is the decision documentation model,
which makes fine-grained differences in element types such as implications resulting from a decision or constraints that need to be considered [9]. There could be various types of relationships between rationale elements, for example, a decision can solve an issue or it can also lead to a new issue.

In order to teach rationale management, we use an easy-to-learn model to represent rationale. This model covers five types of rationale elements: issue, alternative, pro- and con-argument, and decision (Table 1). In our model, we distinguish three types of relationships, i.e., edge types. The relates to relationship is the default edge type. Only for arguments different types are used: A pro-argument supports an alternative or the decision, whereas a con-argument attacks an alternative or the decision.

### 2.2 Issue Tracking and Wiki System

Developers can capture rationale in various documentation locations, for example, in the issue tracking [3] or the wiki system. Issue tracking systems are widely applied to store requirements, bug reports, as well as development tasks. They contain various information types such as functionality or quality requests and as-is descriptions [17]. Wiki systems are collaborative writing tools that can be applied for many purposes, for example, for meeting management and requirements elicitation [19]. For a lecture on rationale management, we assume that students use the issue tracking system JIRA and the wiki system Confluence. JIRA and Confluence are commercial systems that provide free licenses to universities. Both systems can be extended with plugins [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emoji</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Indicating Phrases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>🔴</td>
<td>Issue</td>
<td>I have a question . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>How should . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>. . ., any suggestions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>We need to discuss how . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🔴</td>
<td>Alternative</td>
<td>I { suggest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>One { option</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>What { about</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🔴</td>
<td>Pro</td>
<td>The { advantages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I { like</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I agree with user . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🔴</td>
<td>Con</td>
<td>The { disadvantages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I don't like it because . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>I disagree with user . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🔴</td>
<td>Decision</td>
<td>Let's do . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>We decided . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The best option is . .</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Types of rationale elements, their representing emoji, and indicating phrases adapted from [5].

### 2.3 Continuous Rationale Management

Agile processes support lightweight, flexible, and continuous software development. Rationale management integrates well into such processes, yet, it should be easy to apply, i.e., developers should need as little effort for it as possible. Capturing and exploring rationale should be non-intrusive, which means that developers should be able to perform rationale management as part of their daily practices rather than having to change their development context. For example, developers should be able to capture and explore rationale simultaneously with performing development tasks, implementing requirements, or committing code.

In order to fulfill this requirement of non-intrusiveness, we develop tool support that directly integrates into the development tools [12]. In particular, we integrate our tool support into the issue tracking system, version control system, wiki system, chat system, and the integrated development environment. We refer to our tool support as ConDec, standing for the continuous management of decision knowledge. The ConDec tool support is available online [3].

While ConDec comprises features to trigger developers in capturing and exploring rationale [11], in this paper, we focus on the basic infrastructure necessary for capturing and visualizing rationale as a graph. Regarding the ConDec tool support, the students get to know and apply the ConDec JIRA plugin, i.e., the tool support for the issue tracking system JIRA.

The ConDec JIRA plugin supports different documentation locations of rationale, e.g., JIRA issues and comments. On the one hand, rationale elements can be captured as JIRA issues with special types for issue, alternative, argument, and decision. Note the difference between JIRA issue as an abstract container and the concrete issue as the rationale element. JIRA issue links are used to link the rationale elements with each other and also to JIRA issues of other types such as scenarios or tasks. On the other hand, rationale can be captured as part of the comments of JIRA issues.

### 2.4 The iPraktikum

The iPraktikum is a multi-project course in which up to 100 students work in eight to ten teams on real problems provided by an industry customer [4].

In particular in the first half of the semester, the practical character of the course is supported by theoretical, yet interactive lectures. During these lectures, the students learn the basic concepts of agile development, release and merge management, modeling, and usability engineering. Recently, we added a lecture on rationale management. During the iPraktikum, the students apply latest tools and frameworks that are used in real industry projects. Moreover, they get to use the results of latest research projects, which might

---

1. [https://atlassian.com/software](https://atlassian.com/software)
2. [https://developer.atlassian.com](https://developer.atlassian.com)
3. [https://github.com/cures-hub](https://github.com/cures-hub)
find their way into the development process in the future. This prepares the students for their future use.

At the time of the rationale management lecture, they have already been introduced to JIRA and Confluence. Regarding JIRA, they have at least one month of experience. This knowledge is imparted through various channels: (a) a development introduction course in which the students are required to track the progress of their work via JIRA, (b) the work within their teams, and (c) a course-wide lecture on managing the backlog, on what JIRA issues are, on how to close, move, and work with them in sprints. Regarding Confluence, we provide the students with a meeting management introduction at the beginning of the course. This is handled by the coaches of a team, a special role within the team that is fulfilled by an experienced student and which is similar to a scrum master. The coach can decide on what to present, however, we provide a guideline that contains the major aspects of using Confluence. In particular, this relates to managing the team agenda, i.e., (a) how does a team meeting schedule look like?, (b) which roles are present during each meeting?, (c) what are guidelines, i.e., what to provide as the stand-up information and when to use it?

3 Lecture on Rationale Management

In this section, we describe the lecture, the results of its first instantiation, and then discuss these results and our lessons learned.

3.1 Preparation and Introduction

The lecture is designed to last 90 minutes. Students are grouped into teams and require a web-connected device with access to the internet. During the lecture, three systems are needed: JIRA, Confluence, and the instant messaging services Slack. Further, the ConDec JIRA plugin needs to be installed in JIRA and be enabled for the specific projects that the student teams work in. Rationale elements that can be explored by the students need to be added to the respective JIRA projects, e.g., the elements shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. Slack is used as a communication tool between the instructors and students. In particular, polls can be created with the Polly Slack app through which students participate during the lecture.

---

4An alternative would be to run the servers locally and to give students access to the intranet (not possible for Slack).

5https://slack.com
7https://polly.ai
The first part of the lecture covers background information about rationale management, such as its definition, expected benefits, and the rationale elements. We advise students to use certain phrases when talking about and capturing rationale (Table 1). Further, we recommend to phrase issues as questions ending with a question mark and to end alternatives with an exclamation mark.

3.2 Capturing, Visualizing, and Filtering Rationale in JIRA

In the second part of the lecture, the students are introduced to the JIRA ConDec plugin including the JIRA issue types for rationale elements (Figure 3).

Figure 3: JIRA issue types available in the project.

Two views for rationale management are shown to the students: the decision knowledge view (Figure 1) and the JIRA issue view (Figure 2). The decision knowledge view is a separate view that holds all rationale elements and their links for the given project. In this view, a user can select single rationale elements and visualize the graph of rationale as a tree, called rationale tree. In the JIRA issue view, rationale attached to JIRA issues can be explored. For example, Figure 2 shows the rationale tree for a scenario.

Then, the instructor demonstrates how to create and link rationale elements shown on the right side of Figure 1. Afterwards, the students gather in teams and perform the first exercise:

Exercise 1 Gather your team, open your JIRA project, and find the scenario already documented in the project. Answer the question: How many issues are linked to the scenario?

The students can answer the question via a poll. In our example, the correct answer is that two issues are linked to the scenario (Figure 2). The next exercise is to discuss the content of the solution proposals, i.e., the alternatives and decisions.

Exercise 2 Answer the question: Which of the proposed alternatives and decisions focus on requirements, which of them on implementation?

In our example, the decision and alternative on the left are more requirements-related, whereas the decision on the right is implementation-specific (Figure 2). With this exercise, the students should learn that rationale can be captured for all steps in the software engineering process, including requirements elicitation, implementation, deriving test cases, and when processing user feedback.

Now, the students will make their first experience in capturing rationale:

Exercise 3 Link the existing issue “How to save transactions?” to the scenario.

This issue is already part of the JIRA project (Figure 1) but not linked to the scenario yet. The students can link the issue via a context menu on the scenario node (root node in Figure 2).

The students realize that graphs of rationale can become large and complex. Therefore, filtering is important. The next exercise addresses filtering:

Exercise 4 Filter the element types so that only the scenario and decisions are shown in the rationale tree.

Exercise 5 Create a new issue “How to persist data?”. Add the following alternatives: “JSON!”, “SQLite!”. Discuss and capture pro and cons of each persistence alternative in your team. Add more alternatives and make a decision.

To solve this exercise, the students can add rationale elements collaboratively from different devices. This exercise takes about 10 to 15 minutes.

Rationale can be captured in many places. JIRA issues are just one possible documentation location to store rationale. In order to demonstrate that there are other possible documentation locations, the students are presented with capturing rationale in JIRA issue comments (Figure 6). In this lecture, this is for information only, but, as part of our future work, we integrate various documentation locations typical for continuous software engineering and support the identification of rationale elements with a supervised text classifier.
3.3 Rationale-based Meeting Management

Capturing rationale pays off during sprint meetings. The meeting agenda has an information sharing section that lists issues discussed and decisions made during the last sprint. If meeting agendas are managed in Confluence, the rationale elements captured in JIRA can be easily imported.

**Exercise 6** Gather your team, open your Confluence space and create a new page called <Rationale Lecture> (one per team). Create a sub-page called <Your Name> (every team member). Use the JIRA Issue/Filter macro to display decisions from your JIRA project. Answer the question: How many decisions do you see?

The JIRA Issue/Filter macro is used in the exercise and the search string is expressed using the JIRA query language (JQL). The JQL string is:

```
project = <Project Key> AND
issuetype = Decision AND
created > -7d
```

In our case, two decisions are shown.

3.4 Results

Two authors of this paper gave the lecture on November 8, 2018. In this section, we present results of this first instantiation of the lecture.

The first poll was to answer the question what team a student belongs to. With this poll, we wanted the students to get warmed up in voting and to get the number of participating students. In total, 88 students answered the poll, i.e., about 88 students participated in the lecture. This number serves as a reference point for the following, quantitative evaluation results. 

**Exercise 1** was answered by 64 students, i.e., 73% of the participating students, of whom 63 gave the correct answer.

Regarding the content of the solution proposals, i.e., the alternatives and decisions, we initially asked a different question than given in **Exercise 2**. We asked the students to describe the difference between the alternatives and decisions. Since this question seemed to be hard to answer, we restated the question as given in **Exercise 2**. This exercise was verbally performed and we did not collect any results for it.

After performing **Exercise 3** we asked students to assess how easy it was to link an existing issue to a scenario via a poll. They were asked to rate the statement ‘Linking an existing issue to a scenario is easy’ with one answer from a five point Likert scale. 59 students participated in this poll, of whom 6 disagreed, 11 were neutral, and 32 agreed with the statement (Figure 5). After the lecture, we checked whether the teams correctly performed Exercise 3. In every team project, the issue was correctly linked to the scenario.

We did not collect any results for or attitudes towards **Exercise 4**.

For **Exercise 5**, we created a poll in which the students could rate the statement ‘Discussing rationale using ConDec is simple’. 56 students participated in this poll, of whom 7 disagreed, 13 were neutral, and 35 agreed with the statement (Figure 5).

I would apply capturing rationale in JIRA issue comments.

[Bar chart showing student responses]

Figure 5: Students' attitude towards the presented methods and tools for rationale management.
We asked the students to provide written feedback on discussing rationale (Table 2) and we analyzed the rationale graphs. A total of 126 rationale elements were documented, i.e., a mean value of 12.6 rationale elements per team with a standard deviation of 9.4 elements. That means that each student contributed a mean value of 1.4 rationale elements. A mean value of 3.3 alternatives were documented per team (standard deviation 1.2). 61% of the alternatives correctly ended with an exclamation mark. Seven of the ten issues correctly ended with a question mark. Four teams documented the decision. The types of the elements were correctly chosen, e.g., arguments were not accidentally classified as alternatives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Feedback</th>
<th>Our Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deletion of elements is not possible.</td>
<td>Permission scheme in the JIRA project forbids deletion for non-admin users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If there are many alternatives and arguments, it is hard to get an overview. The user needs to scroll very far to the right to see all the content.</td>
<td>A better graph visualization and better, easy-to-apply filter possibilities are needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationale elements should not always be a single ticket. This seems to end up in a ticket overflow. Pro- and con-arguments should be comments.</td>
<td>Capturing rationale elements in separate JIRA issues has the advantage that they can easily be imported into Confluence. We also develop the ConDec Confluence plugin to import rationale from comments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Summarized feedback provided by students.

After demonstrating that rationale could also be captured in the comments of the scenario, we asked the students to rate the statement I would apply capturing rationale in JIRA issue comments. 61 students participated in this poll, of whom 18 disagreed, 24 were neutral, and 19 agreed with the statement (Figure 5).

After the students performed Exercise 6, we asked them to rate the statement I would apply presenting rationale in Confluence pages. 55 students participated in this poll, of whom 7 disagreed, 13 were neutral, and 35 agreed with the statement (Figure 5).

A mean value of 58 students participated in Exercise 5, which represents 66% of all students.

### 3.5 Discussion and Lessons Learned

Clearly, the results that we collected during the lecture only represent the students’ first impression about the presented methods for rationale management and the ConDec JIRA plugin. As described in the next section, we will apply a more thorough evaluation process during the semester.

The results of voting on the statements in Figure 5 lead us to conclude that the majority of the students liked applying rationale management. More important than the votes, the written feedback summarized in Table 2 encourages us to improve the visualization and filtering components of the ConDec JIRA plugin. In general, we had the impression that the students liked voting on the polls and performing the exercises, since this made the lecture more interactive.

Studying the rationale trees that the students created in Exercise 5, we noticed that we did not ask the students to make a decision. Thus, only four decisions were documented. As a result, we will restate the exercise for future use. The students seem to understand the elements of the rationale model (Table 1), since they correctly classified the element types in their trees of rationale.

### 4 Evaluation During Semester

Two teams continue to apply rationale management during the agile project course. Thus, we will evaluate the explained methods for rationale management, especially the ConDec JIRA plugin.

We introduced the role of the rationale manager. The rationale manager is responsible for checking and improving the rationale quality, i.e., they make sure that important elements are documented and that they are consistent. Further, the rationale manager imports issues and decisions important for the last sprint into the meeting agenda in Confluence. They update and add rationale elements after the meeting in JIRA. The role of the rationale manager is taken by one student per team. The role is passed on after a week to a different student, i.e., it is an interchanging role. After the students have completed the role of the rationale manager, we ask them to give us feedback by filling in a questionnaire. We derive the questions in this questionnaire by considering the variables of the technology acceptance model: We consider the perceived usefulness, the perceived ease of use, and the intention to use. Next to rating statements as shown in Figure 5, it is important that the students provide detailed feedback on the features for rationale management they applied. For example, students should provide details on what they think is useful or useless, easy or difficult, and why they think so.

### 5 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge there is no work that reports on teaching rationale management. Thus, in this section, we present related work on applying rationale management in student projects.

While tools for rationale management have been evaluated in student projects before, e.g., in [8] and [2], the following authors especially focus on the positive effects of rationale management for the success of the student course.
Dutoit et al. discuss experiences with an integrated, rationale-based modeling environment in a variety of software engineering courses [6]. By applying rationale management, they aim to enhance the communication between instructor and students, to support students in reflecting their own work, and to enable the instructor to better monitor the students’ progress. These are valid benefits that we also expect when students apply rationale management during the semester as part of the agile project course. Similar to their modeling environment, ConDec integrates the rationale elements with the system elements, such as requirements. In addition, we focus on linking rationale with development tasks since they represent the place where developers need to solve issues related to design and implementation.

Malloy and Burge developed the software engineering using rationale tool SEURAT_Edu as a web-based system that replaces the former SEURAT_Eclipse extension [15]. Like our tool support, SEURAT_Edu aims to support students in making the best decision for an issue under consideration by explicitly reasoning about design alternatives. During their evaluation, Malloy and Burge found that the students using their tool considered more alternatives and put more thought into decision-making. Similar to their tool, the ConDec JIRA plugin is web-based, which allows students to easily collaborate. Their tool integrates with learning management systems such as Moodle which has the advantage that the learning management system takes care of authentication and assignment creation. In our case, this is handled by JIRA. Similar as we do in the lecture on rationale management, SEURAT_Edu enables the teacher to supply students with incomplete rationale that they are asked to complete. In addition, SEURAT_Edu enables the teacher to create a set of “solution” rationale. It displays the status to which students reached a solution, in order to encourage them during their tasks. SEURAT_Edu performs automatic error checks, e.g., whether there are issues not solved by a decision. The ConDec JIRA plugin provides a report page that lists quality metrics. We plan to integrate support to ensure the rationale quality in the development process.

6 Conclusion
We presented a lecture on rationale management that teaches students to apply a rationale model as well as methods and tool support for rationale management. The students’ feedback and the exercise results let us conclude that the students comprehend the usage of the rationale model and that they are motivated to apply rationale management. To validate this first impression, a more detailed evaluation will be part of the remaining duration of the agile project course.
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